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 HUMANITIES - HISTORY 
 Historical Skills and Knowledge Study  :  Thomas Coram  and The Foundling Hospital, the study of significant historical local 
 events and people beyond living memory. Visit the Foundling Museum in Coram’s fields. Experience the Foundling 
 Museum day in school to make comparisons with the present day and the past. Understand Coram’s legacy. 

 ENGLISH 
 Key texts: World Book Day - Paddington by Michael Bond and Thomas Corum: The Man Who Saved Children by arries 
 Amos & Alice Mayers 
 Outcomes: Paddington adventure stories (to entertain), Thomas Corum speeches (to persuade) 

 MATHS 
 Mastering Number: Adding 3 numbers. Making 10 and bridging 10 strategies. Subtracting across 10. 
 Addition & subtraction: Addition and subtraction of 2-digit and 2-digit numbers. Use of partitioning to add/subtract. Dienes drawn in columnar method to 
 support addition/subtraction. Shape: Looking at properties of 2D and 3D shapes and sorting them according to their properties. Measurement and Money. 

 SCIENCE: 
 Plants:  Children will observe and describe how seeds  and bulbs grow into mature plants and find out and describe how plants need water, light 
 and a suitable temperature to grow and stay healthy  . 

 COMPUTING  -  Pupils will begin to understand what data  means and how this can be collected in the form of a tally chart. They will learn the term 
 ‘attribute’ and use this to help them organise data. They will then progress onto presenting data in the form of pictograms and finally block 
 diagrams. 

 PHYSICAL EDUCATION  : Send, Ready, Catch - Master throwing  and catching. Participate in team games, developing simple tactics for attacking and 
 defending. 
 Serve, Return, Rally - Master running, jumping, throwing and catching, as well as agility, balance and coordination. Engage in competitive and cooperative 
 activities. 

 RE  - Concept - Sad and Happy, Christianity - Easter. 

 PSHE  -  Health:  how to identify risks and how to keep  safe, how to make an emergency call.  Personal: gender stereotypes in careers. 

 ART & DESIGN  and  DESIGN TECHNOLOGY  : Art: Painting  - portraits, using brush skills. Context: various artists have painted Thomas Coram, including 
 William Hogarth. 

 MUSIC  :  Timbre, tempo and dynamics - Develop an understanding  of musical elements. 


